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Objectives

The objectives of this research are to understand the current operation of JWC, to recognize the current user satisfaction towards JWC network system by understanding the user perspectives in terms of using current network services performed by admin and staffs; thus the network services are understood to be improved, and to propose recommendations in form of written procedures; that might be useful to raise user’s satisfaction in terms of transparency in the current network operation processes.

Method

This research developed with the research methodology of using questionnaires as the source from the users and also network admin. Reliability test was taken to ensure that the further research will possible to conduct. Model of attribution theory was conducted to match the research both of the user and the network admin.

Results

The results of this thesis are: JWC network indicates security level already captures user’s satisfaction, written network policies is used to distinguish between the user’s roles and network admin roles, and also shown that better management of allocated bandwidth in order to gain user’s satisfaction of the network service is recommended.
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